Half the proceeds from the sale of this original Pablo Amaringo painting will benefit MAPS.

Acclaimed Peruvian artist, Pablo Amaringo, is renowned for his intricate, colorful depictions of his experiences from drinking the psychedelic plant brew, ayahuasca.

From Pablo’s description of this painting: “…The master and his students are receiving many divine teachings, feeling physically, emotionally, visually and mentally all the virtues of this sacred plant. This is a picture that takes care of people in every enterprise/business because it carries beings that take care of the world and the universe.”

See maps.org/catalog for purchase information and to read the full description in Spanish and English.

A variety of Pablo Amaringo limited edition, archival quality gicleé prints, greeting cards, bookmarks, etc are also available, with full proceeds to Pablo. Please go to www.yashpal.com/amaringo.htm, email Pablo at amaringo@yashpal.com or call 360-356-1008 for more information and ordering.

- Aralim – Los Tronos
  - Pablo Amaringo, 52cm x 64cm ~ $8,000

**Horizons**
**Contemporary Perspectives on Psychedelics**
Saturday October 27 2007 1pm-6pm
Judson Memorial Church
55 Washington Square South
New York, New York 10012

**Featured Speakers:**
Kenneth Alper, MD
Rick Doblin, PhD
Neal Goldsmith, MD
Alex & Allyson Grey
Julie Holland, MD
Howard Lotsof
Allison McKim
Michael Mithoefer, MD
Ethan Nadelmann, PhD
Andrew Sewell, MD

**Info & Tickets:**
horizonsnyc.org